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Diversity and inclusion: the
cybertechnology sector must
expand its pool of talen

To overcome the structural de�cit in talent,

the sector would do well to attract more

women and those with neurodivergent

backgrounds. Many such initiatives are

popping up with the support of associations

like CEFCYS and the Cyber Excellence

Cluster.

Read the article

Certification: is European
cybersecurity battle-ready?

Whether it’s heightened competition with

China and the United States or the Russian-

Ukrainian con�ict spilling into cyberspace,

European cybersecurity is still reacting to

dangers in a disorganized fashion. Can EU

certi�cations remedy this, or even serve as

an instrument of European power? Jean-

Pierre Quémard, board member of the

Alliance pour la Con�ance Numérique (ACN),

provides some insight into the issue.

Read the article

How to raise employees’
awareness of cybersecurity
issues and wh

The number of cyberattacks is increasing

but, in many businesses, there is still a

persistent feeling that it only happens to

others. Is this a dangerous state of denial, a

misunderstanding of cybertechnology

issues or technological presumptuousness?

Employees must be made aware of the

growing threat through regular in-house

communication.

Read the article

ECCO, the project to build a
European cybersecurity
communit

After having developed since 2016 the

European cybersecurity public private

partnership on cybersecurity, ECSO (the

European Cyber Security Organisation) is

now leading ECCO, a strategic project

providing services to the European

Commission for the development of the

European Cybersecurity Community.

Read the article
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2023: the year of cybersecurity in healthcare

The shock dates back to November 2019. The leaders of France’s largest hospitals were stunned

by the situation at Rouen University Hospital and the international media’s coverage of the event.

For the �rst time, the healthcare system, at all levels, became aware of the operational and

political consequences of a cyber-attack on a major university hospital.

Read the edito

[Agora FIC] Cyberscore: which implementation?

March, 14 2023

The FIC Agora invites you to a restricted meeting on the following theme: “Cyberscore: what

implementation? The FIC’s Agora Club invites you to explore the avenues of application of this

cyberscore around a breakfast meeting bringing together elected o�cials and political

decision-makers, leaders from the private and public sectors, as well as academics and experts.

Meet on March 14th from 8:30 to 10:00 at the Maison de l’Amérique latine, 217 Bd Saint-

Germain, 75007 Paris.

More information
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